Fleet Tracking Buying Guide

Everything You Need to Find the Right GPS Tracking Device to Track Your Fleet
...
Let’s be honest, if you’re looking for a GPS fleet tracking solution that provides location services at a
cheap price point – our service can do that. But getting real value of a fleet tracking service requires
time, implementation, and understanding the features most essential to your organization’s goals.
Rhino Fleet Tracking is built on a dedication to customer care. Without requiring pesky 3-year
contracts like our competitors, we are committed daily to helping your team improve. Listening to
our customers creates an opportunity for their input to be heard when we make upgrades to our
software.
The intangibles are what make organizations like yours partner with a GPS fleet tracking provider like
Rhino.
We focus on providing a fleet tracking experience that you cannot find anywhere else.

Driver Features
Consider the tools a company offers to monitor and improve the safety of your drivers. Going beyond
vehicle location is important, you’ll need tools to prevent and report dangerous or distracted driving.
Rhino Fleet Tracking equips your drivers and fleet managers with an array of driver tools from simple
location services to detailed reports on speed, idling, and other driving habits. We also provide
customers with a Driver Scorecard to monitor these events at a glance or use saved data to find
opportunities for coaching.
Customer Success
Good people make all the difference. With Rhino you are guaranteed personal service.
Our in-house customer success team provides live, on-demand orientation and training to ensure
even the most basic member of your staff can get what they need from the software.
Our Customer Success Managers’ thorough knowledge of both our devices and software is always at
your disposal, like having someone within your organization. At Rhino, we don’t want to teach you
how to walk with our service. We want to teach you to run with our software so you can beat out the
competition.
Your personal CSM stays by your side as long as you have Rhino service. You won’t find that
anywhere else.

Report Scheduling
How your team utilizes the interface should be a determining factor for deciding which service to
pick. How can the software make your life easier and save you time?
Scheduled reporting reduces the time managers spend tracking down information. After a quick setup, the Rhino software will deliver reports to anyone you want, on any schedule. Schedule reports
to verify payroll, for tracking your mileage, for you customers – anything you need so you never
forget.
Theft Protection
Preventing theft entirely is difficult even with a fleet tracking system installed. But, GPS tracking
can PROTECT your organization from sustaining any losses. This is what we consider the baseline
for tracking – but still one of the most valuable features.
Identifying stolen assets and recovering them is where the Rhino difference really comes in. No
phone menus, no delays – when you call Rhino, day or night, you will get a person every time.
From there they will do everything they can, from reprogramming devices to working with local
authorities to help recover your assets.

Live, Texas Based Customer Service and Production
You can always reach a real person when you call us or reach out via email or chat, no robots or
navigation menus. Our dedicated team is based in Argyle, Texas! If you need a refresher, have
questions, or just want to chat you can call us anytime.
Your devices are programmed and tested and shipped out by our production team also right here
in Texas. With no back and forth between a disconnected team – you receive better, faster
service.
Schedule a demo of the Rhino Fleet Tracking Application.

